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A TICKET TO RIDE
 

obsession

Zipping along the 
Rhaetian Railway.
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Whoever came up with the 
adage “It’s about the journey, 
not the destination” must have 
been talking about a train trip. 
As much as we love planes for 
their efficiency and cruises for 
their over-the-top extravagance, 
there really is no substitute for 
the romance of a cross-country 
rail trip. And no one, absolutely 
no one, has combined that 
vaguely nostalgic allure with 
contemporary convenience 
better than the Swiss. All of the 
engines, from the vintage 

cogwheel trains that scale the 
heights of the Bernese Alps to 
the eco-friendly electric street 
trams of Geneva run with—dare 
we say it?—watch-like precision. 

The 240-kilometer Rhaetian 
Railway (rhb.ch) from Thusis, 
Switzerland to Tirano, Italy, even 
boasts unesco World Heritage 
status. It’s a route most tourists 
ignore, which is a shame, since 
there are few sights more poetic 
than these fire engine-red cars 
whistling along limestone cliffs 
and over 383 bridges.

Equally worthy of admiration 
is the GoldenPass Line 
(goldenpass.ch), a fleet of 
gorgeously appointed trains that 
traverse some of the country’s 
most scenic spots. These rails 
whisk passengers from 
Interlaken’s peaks to Montreux’s 
vineyards and beyond. For a day 
trip, hop aboard the whimsically 
named Chocolate or Cheese 
lines for a guided tour focusing 
on Switzerland’s most famous 
culinary exports. The Panoramic 
Trains, with their gigantic glass 

panels along the walls and 
ceilings, are the visual equivalent 
of a high-definition IMAX screen. 
The show is best enjoyed with 
flutes of champagne offered on 
board. For sheer retro glamour 
though, it’s hard to top the line’s 
Belle Epoque coaches. Screen 
heartthrobs Lauren Bacall or 
Ingrid Bergman would look right 
at home in these gilded 
1930s-style carraiges. With dark 
wood, velvety upholstery and 
wine tasting cars, you’ll hope the 
journey never ends. +

Diana Hubbell soaks in Switzerland’s 
impossibly photogenic countryside 
on a winding rail journey past lush 

meadows and snow-capped peaks.


